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1.

Introduction

The recent 2008‐09 global financial crisis that turned into an economic crisis, affected mainly
advanced economies that witnessed significant jumps in their respective public debts. The link
between financial crises and build‐up of public debt has been studied exhaustively, most
recently, among others, by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010a, 2010b) using a historical cross‐country
time series of emerging and advanced economies. They establish “a strong link between
banking crises and sovereign default” (page 1, 2010b).
A sequential and interacting process appears to be triggered, most times, by a catalyst of
excessive domestic bank credit and external borrowing that lead to private debt surges and,
with governments also borrowing heavily during these periods, precipitate domestic banking
crises. They also found that banking crises in financial centres have led to banking crises
elsewhere.
A banking crisis, in combination with rapidly rising public borrowing, leads to a sovereign debt
crisis. Just as attention is focused on reining in public debt, hidden public debt at subnational
levels or elsewhere in the public sector gets identified and added to the already known and
quantified public debt. With sudden scaling up of public debt, the share of short term public
debt tends to rise expectedly to bridge pending payments and meet other immediate needs.
Further, this tendency, fueled by such excessive demand, leads towards hyper‐inflation. 2
Reinhart and Rogoff rightly caution that a domestic debt crisis appears when overall economic
conditions are far worse than when there is an external default. Since external creditors are not
largely involved, the domestic debt crisis tends to go unnoticed. Instead, it gets embedded in
the evolving banking crisis.
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They define an ‘inflation crisis’ as above 20 percent for the US; internationally, in the post Second World War
period, 40 percent as a ‘freely falling episode’; and hyper‐inflation as above 500 percent.
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The authors assert that countries suffer from a severe opacity syndrome of “this time is
different”…”The old rules of valuation no longer apply. The current boom, unlike previous
booms that preceded catastrophic collapses….is built on sound fundamentals, structural
reforms, technological innovation, and good policy” (pp. 9‐10). This is the most difficult part of
their postulate to accept. If, as they say, over 200 years, a debt crisis and financial crisis have
moved pari passu with each other, then it is difficult to comprehend their short sightedness
premise.
The fundamentals begin to crack well ahead of a collapse with indicators on consumer credit
and public debt adequately revealing impending danger. More likely, therefore, it is the fear or
unwillingness to take corrective measures even when a debt crisis has already appeared on the
horizon and just before it has turned into a financial crisis. Indeed, even when the financial
crisis is in full view and on the verge of turning into an economic crisis, advanced economy
governments suffer a helplessness in continuing to cajole financial sector mandarins to
provision the sector, pay tax, or demonstrate willingness to give them time to pay taxes, rather
than taking decisive action. 3
Two elements are at play. First, the government financial heads are often from the private
financial sector on secondment to the public sector, for example in the US and, second, during
the short lived span of financial sector excesses, it also contributes a high portion of corporate
income tax revenue, for example, 40 percent in the UK immediately before the recent 2008‐09
crisis. It therefore becomes challenging to take corrective action on oneself so to speak, in the
presence of an embedded self‐interest. Hence it is not an opacity; rather, it is a mixture of deep
unwillingness, and even strategic position taking perhaps, that vitiate possibilities of charting
the right course needed for economic revival. At the other extreme, in emerging economies
such as India, caution takes the form of excessive regulation if not control, a system that opts
for financial sector stability over benefitting from the potential salutary effects of financial
sector liberalization on long term economic growth.
As in previous such experiences, the recent global experience has made apparent that the
buildup of unsustainable public and private debt was the outcome of excessive public and
private consumption mainly in advanced economies, that comprised unsustainable government
subsidies to the household sector and ‘ninja’—no income, no job, no asset—housing loans
made by the multi‐layered financial sector to unqualified borrowers under the rubric, ‘financial
innovation’. The same economies that routinely prescribed austerity for profligate emerging
economies in the IMF’s Executive Board (for Latin America in the 1980’s and East Asia in the
1990’s) as is amply evident from the Board’s proceedings, prescribed for themselves heterodox
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policies, renamed ‘fiscal stimulus’ packages, for recovering from the 2008‐09 crisis. Emerging
economies made a severe error in going along with such policies. For example, there is no proof
that India needed a fiscal stimulus during this period that basically undid the conservative fiscal
stance that had been successful between 2004‐08, generating, by global standards, record high
real tax revenue growth and containment of public debt. Reversals from expansionary policies
internationally have appeared only since 2010 after further macroeconomic deterioration in
advanced economies and the realization that heterodox policies cannot lead an economy out of
deep breaches in economic fundamentals. Thus, the reversal was inevitable since it failed finally
to escape the judgment of global rating agencies.
The solution to the present economic crisis led by sovereign European debt is austerity through
strong IMF surveillance and programs and a reversal of further pumping in of consumption in
these economies. No amount of quantitative easing is likely at this stage to ramp up the low
level money multiplier, and no extent of fiscal relaxation will convince productive sectors to
pick up on economic growth. In this light, in what follows, essentially using secondary
information, the paper charts the course of public debt growth in advanced economies,
attempts to demonstrate the spillover of the debt crisis into financial markets, and examines
the nature of measures taken by the concerned central banks. 4
2.

Public debt in advanced economies

The global financial crisis of 2007‐08 resulted in sharp deterioration in the public finances of
advanced economies. Significant decline in government revenues, recapitalization of banks,
purchase of debt and equity in distressed financial institutions and large stimulus packages to
revive the economies led to substantial increases in public debt in Europe and the US 5 . In the
US, government revenue as a percent of GDP declined from 33.9 percent in 2007 to 31.2
percent in 2009, while government expenditure as a percent of GDP increased from 36.7
percent to 44.05 percent in the same period (WEO 2011). Fragile recovery and increasing
expenditure on healthcare and pensions in advanced economies compounded the debt
problem. Diagram 1 shows that public debt as a percent of GDP in advanced economies
increased from 76 percent in 2007 to 108 percent in 2011. In the US and Japan, public debt as a
percent GDP increased by 38 percent and 45 percent respectively. European economies
abandoned their Maastricht criteria, which required members not to exceed a budget deficit
ceiling of 3% of GDP and a debt ceiling of 60 percent of GDP. In the Euro area, the debt/GDP
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ratio increased from 68 percent to 87 percent between 2006 and 2011 (WEO 2011). The debt
explosion not only occurred in peripheral economies of Europe but also in fiscal conservatives,
Germany and France.
Diagram 1: Selected Advanced Economies: General Government Gross Debt

Source: Fiscal Monitor (2011)
Note: Weighted averages based on 2009 purchasing power parity GDP.

It would not be too exaggerated to take the view that this debt build‐up proved disastrous for
European economies. Using historical data of advanced economies, Reinhart and Rogoff
(2010a) show that “(countries) observations with debt to GDP over 90 percent have median
growth roughly 1 percent lower than the lower debt burden groups and mean levels of growth
almost 4 percent lower” 6 . Thus, many European economies are not only struggling with low or
negative growth, but also a debt crisis, as distressed sovereign bonds have spilled out to
overload and stress out the financial sector. It is fallacious to insist that further expansion,
hence further debt accumulation, is needed to recover these economies. 7
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The argument that, unless this happens, even emerging markets such as India would suffer because of loss of
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IMF projections for increase in government debt in advanced economies show that the primary
reason for accumulation of public debt is revenue loss. According to the Fiscal Monitor (2011),
‘two‐thirds of the projected debt surge is explained by revenue weaknesses associated with the
recession and the direct effect on the debt ratio of the fall in GDP’ (Diagram 2). However, what
is not clear is how much of this revenue loss is due to the failures and losses of the financial
sector and, despite future expansionary policies, whether and when the financial sector will
start making revenue contributions again. In other words, the relationship between GDP pick‐
up through expansionary stance of governments, and revenue growth, may suffer from a
‘ratchet effect’ and be only distantly linked at this point.
Slowdown in GDP is shown to have led to an unfavourable interest‐growth dynamics during the
period, in spite of falling interest rates. “Higher interest rates imply higher interest payments to
service government debt, so adversely influencing debt dynamics, whereas higher nominal GDP
growth will tend to lower the debt‐to‐GDP ratio by increasing the denominator” (Turner and
Spinelli, 2011). Diagram 2 shows that in advanced G20 economies, a projected 6.8 percentage
points are attributed to the interest‐growth dynamics within the overall 38.6 percent debt/GDP
increase. But the contention remains that the numerator can also be reduced more rapidly in
order to get the ratio down.
Diagram 2: G‐20 Advanced Economies: Increase in General Government Debt, 2008–15
(Percentage points of GDP) September 2011
(Total increase: 38.6 percentage points of GDP)

Source: Fiscal Monitor (2011)
Note: Weighted average based on 2009 purchasing power parity‐GDP.
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Diagram 2 also shows that financial support and fiscal stimulus are set to account for 3.3
percent and 6.4 percent respectively in the projected debt accumulation. First, as a
countercyclical measure, the US, for example, enacted its Economic Recovery and
Reinvestment Act in 2009. The $787 billion stimulus package included tax relief for individuals
and businesses, supporting individuals in need of purchasing goods and services, and providing
funds to states and localities for Medicaid, education, and transportation projects (CBO 2011).
Second, to stabilize the financial system, crisis countries provided support to banks and
insurance companies. Cumulative financial support in advanced economies as percent of GDP
since the beginning of the crisis accumulated to $1722 billion on a gross basis, the latest data
ending between December 2010 and July 2011 (Table 1). As a percent of GDP, direct financial
support constituted 6.8 percent of GDP.
In absolute terms, the financial support provided in the US has been largest (though, in
percentage terms, it is 5.1 percent of GDP). The Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)
comprised a significant part of this. TARP was introduced in 2008. Originally, it was set at $700
billion though, in the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, it was
reduced to $475 billion. The transactions covered under TARP fell into four categories: capital
purchases and other support for financial institutions, financial assistance to the automotive
industry, investment partnerships designed to increase liquidity in securitization markets, and
mortgage programs (CBO, March 211). Government disbursed $414 billion 8 of TARP, of which
more than 50 percent has already been repaid. 9
Table 1: Selected Advanced Economies: Financial Sector Support
(Percentage of 2011 GDP unless otherwise indicated)1

Belgium
Ireland
Germany
Greece
Netherlands
Spain
United Kingdom
United States

5.7
40.6
13.2
5.8
14.0
3.0
6.7
5.1

0.3
2.6
0.8
0.4
8.8
0.9
1.1
2.0

Net direct
support
5.4
38.0
12.4
5.4
5.1
2.1
5.7
3.1

Average
In $US billions

6.8
1,722

1.8
452

4.9
1,270

Direct support

Recovery

8

Report on the Troubled Asset Relief Program (December 2011)
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The figure for the US in Table 1 refers to a wider financial sector support than TARP.
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Source: Fiscal Monitor (2011)
Note: Fiscal outlays of the central government, except for Germany and Belgium, for which financial sector
support by subnational governments is also included.
1
Cumulative since the beginning of the crisis—last data range between end‐December‐2010 and end‐July
2011.

3. Spillover of debt crisis into financial markets
Risk and volatility in global financial markets increased considerably. According to the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) Financial Stability Review (December 2011), ‘the transmission of tensions
among sovereigns, across banks, and between the two, intensified to take on systemic crisis
proportions not witnessed since the collapse of Lehman Brothers three years ago’. However,
the trouble this time is originating from fiscal sustainability concerns in Europe and the US. The
sovereign debt crisis which, in turn, was brought on by the global financial crisis, is threatening
the stability of the financial system. High debt/GDP ratios and highly leveraged banking
financial institutions (Table 2) reveal the vulnerability of advanced economies.
Table 2: Indebtedness and Leverage in Selected Advanced Economies
(Percent of 2011 GDP, unless noted otherwise)
US

Japan

UK

Euro
area

France

Germany

Greece

Ireland

Italy

Portugal

Spain

62

188

44

66

64

65

105

25

104

68

36

100

233

81

89

87

83

166

109

121

106

67

43

81

38

52

60

50

105

11

87

64

27

73

131

73

69

81

57

n.a.

99

100

102

56

‐8

‐8.9

‐5.6

‐1.5

‐3.4

0.4

‐1.3

‐6.8

0.5

‐1.9

‐4.4

92

77

101

70

61

60

71

123

50

106

87

‐232

‐236

‐184

‐126

‐137

‐132

‐57

‐67

‐178

‐123

‐78

Bank Leverage

12

24

24

26

26

32

17

18

20

17

19

Bank Claims on Public Sector

8

80

9

n.a.

17

23

28

25

32

24

24

151

67

607

169

264

200

202

1,680

140

284

212

16

‐54

11

13

10

‐41

104

98

26

106

88

30

15

19

25

50

41

91

61

51

53

28

Government Gross Debt,
2007
Government Gross Debt,
a
2011
Government Net Debt,
b
2007
Government Net Debt,
ab
2011
a

Primary Balance, 2011

Households Gross Debt
Households Net Debt

c

cd

e

Total Economy Gross
External Liabilities
Total Economy Net External
f
Liabilities
Government Debt Held
Abroad
a

World Economic Outlook projections for 2011.
Net general government debt is calculated as gross debt minus financial assets corresponding to debt
instruments.
c
Most recent data divided by annual GDP (projected for 2011).
d
Household net debt is calculated using financial assets and liabilities from a country’s flow of funds data.
e
Leverage is defined as the ratio of tangible assets to tangible common equity for domestic banks.
f
Calculated from assets and liabilities reported in a country’s international investment position.
Source: IMF Financial Stability Report (September 2011) and World Economic Outlook Database (for 2007)
b
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It is salutary that, despite protests domestically (as may be expected in a life‐cycle or inter‐
generational context), European economies are attempting to follow contractionary fiscal
policy i.e. increased taxes and reduced government subsidies in order to reduce the fiscal gap,
even though such expenditure measures imply GDP contraction in the immediate run. For
example, Ireland and Greece imposed harsh austerity measures that were pre‐conditions for
receiving emergency loans 10 , and the UK’s new 2010 government imposed austerity measures
on itself. Hence, reducing sovereign debt while rethinking the course of eventual economic
recovery has become the new challenge.
It is as if in final realization and acceptance that the present experience is not an ordinary
recession that can be resolved with stimuli, but one that has to be conquered and then
sustained only with belt‐tightening, or that traditional contractionary policies that the IMF has
prescribed since its inception may work after all, that is leading these economies to shift course
in the right direction. Fiscal deficit and public debt have to be curtailed faster than contracting
GDP. The error that was committed was the IMF’s movement away from this traditional path
since the 2008‐09 period towards underscoring heterodox demand policies.
4. Bond yield and credit default swaps (CDS) on sovereign bonds
Debt sustainability issues due to increasing yield on government borrowing in several European
economies has become a concern for the financial markets. Bond yield of several European
economies has increased significantly (Diagram 3A). With increase in risk, investors rushed into
safe havens such as gold, US Treasury and German government bonds, pushing their prices to
record high levels. Investors poured money into US Treasuries despite its high fiscal deficit/GDP
and debt/GDP ratios and economic slowdown. Disagreements between Republicans and
Democrats over the method of debt reduction also did not deter investors. Dominance of the
dollar as a reserve currency played, and plays, an important role. On German bonds, investors
seem to be making each‐way bets: if the Euro Zone breaks up, an appreciated Deutschmark will
replace the Euro. However, if Germany decides to bail out the Euro Zone, the Euro will rise
(Peston, 2011).
The Euro Area Member States (EAMS) created the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) in
June 2010. Its mandate was to raise funds in capital markets in order to finance loans for those
EAMS members that experience difficulty in obtaining financing at sustainable rates. The EFSF is
able to issue bonds guaranteed by the EAMS 11 . Credit rating downgrades of several economies
including France have complicated the EFSF rescue plan, as its ability to raise money rapidly at
low interest rates is directly linked to credit ratings of member states.
10
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EFSF Newsletter (2011)
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Diagram 3
A

B

The costs of insurance on several European government bonds have touched a record high
(Diagram 3B). In an effort to reduce speculation on sovereign default, the European Parliament
voted on November 15, 2011 to ban "naked" credit default swaps (CDS) 12 . In order to avoid a
credit event, EU leaders insisted on a voluntary “haircut” on Greek bonds in the rescue plan.
Insurance firms that sold credit protection on Greece will not be required to pay buyers of the
swaps if restructuring of debt involves any voluntary “haircut” 13 . These experiences reveal the
scale of difficulties that has to be overcome for past excesses in consumption and credit
growth, rather than to be used as an explanation for abandoning suitable containment policies.
5. Banking sector signals continued easing
The European banking system is under heightened stress due to large holdings of distressed
sovereign bonds. Prospect of large writedowns of sovereign debt to deal with the crisis is
keeping the banking sector on tenterhooks. ‘In addition to these direct exposures, banks have
taken on sovereign risk indirectly by lending to banks that hold risky sovereigns. Banks are also
affected by sovereign risks on the liabilities side of their balance sheets: … implicit government
guarantees have eroded (as) the value of government bonds used as collateral has fallen’ (GFSR
2011). The cost of default protection on many banks’ unsecured bonds has risen sharply. ‘In the
case of some European banking sectors, CDS premia rose to levels above those reached in late
2008/early 2009 (Diagram 4). CDS premia for several Euro‐area banking sectors moved closely
with the premia of their respective sovereigns, reflecting in part the importance of banks’
domestic sovereign risk exposures’ (Bank of England, 2011). The poor financial health of
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European banks has adversely affected their bond sales and, with large redemption of maturing
debt expected in 2012, the banking sector is facing a huge funding gap. 14
Diagram 4: CDS premia for selected banking systems

Source: Bank of England (Financial Stability Report, December 2011)

For recapitalization needs, the European Banking Authority (EBA) recommended on December
8, 2011, that banks raise 114.7 billion Euros by June 2012 (EBA 2011). This has narrowed the
problem to a region, as most of the capital requirement falls on lenders in Spain, Greece, Italy
and Portugal. The banking sector may resort to asset sales or reduce lending to meet their
capital requirements; such austerity measures and shrunk capacities to lend are the price that
some European economies have to pay to emerge from their present respective crises.
The timing of EBA’s recommendation for bank recapitalization has been criticized even though
ECB asked national supervisors to ensure that it does not lead to ‘unwelcome pro‐cyclical
deleveraging involving significant constraints on the flow of credit to the real economy’. 15 The
challenge before the authorities is reducing financial sector vulnerability without hurting the
flow of funds to the real economy too adversely. There is little other course to take except to
buttress such action where feasible.
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European banks sold bonds worth $413 billion in 2011, while $654 billion were due to be returned to investors
as debts mature. In 2012, debt worth $720 is due to mature (Financial Times, 2011).
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The European Central Bank (ECB) has taken a series of measures to counter such a squeeze in
lending. Apart from cuts in policy rates, ECB also offered banks unlimited cash for three years
and loosened the collateral criteria by making credit claims such as bank loans (specifically
residential mortgages and loans to small and medium businesses) eligible and reducing the
rating threshold on asset‐backed securities 16 . The ensuing rush for ECB's three‐year long‐term
refinancing operation (LTRO) betrays the underlying vulnerability of European banks, while the
earlier stigma associated with resort to central bank support seems no longer valid.
Diagram 5

Expansionary monetary policy to deal with the debt crisis has stretched the balance sheets of
advanced economy central banks (Diagram 5). Major central banks have expanded their
balance sheets to drive down the rate of interest on long‐term government bonds
(Blommestein & Turner 2011). The US Federal Reserve balance sheet expanded by $ 505 billion
in 2011 because of a significant increase in its holding of U.S. Treasury securities. 17 However,
the holding of mortgage‐backed securities declined. 18 Eurosystem balance sheet also expanded
by € 809 billion, primarily because lending to Euro area credit institutions related to monetary
policy operations increased in the same period. 19 The impact of the quantitative easing is also
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Holding of U.S. Treasury securities increased by $656 billion between December 29, 2010 and December 28,
2011.
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Holding of mortgage securities fell by $155 billion between December 29, 2010 and December 28, 2011.
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Lending to Euro area credit institutions related to monetary policy operations increased by € 350 billion between
December 24 2010 and December 30, 2011.
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visible on the balance sheet of the Bank of England, which increased by £43 billion reflecting an
increase in ‘other asset holding’. 20
These expansionary monetary policies may be better than further fiscal stimuli. If systemically
they remain unabsorbed, the signal for correction should reveal itself with continuing low
money multipliers. In contrast, fiscal expansion could drive up interest rates and exacerbate
inflation. Ultimately it will be fiscal prudence and economic realism that belt tightening is
imperative that will convince rating agencies, and will have to be depended upon for successful
recovery, albeit at a lowered, sustainable growth path.
6. Conclusion
Historical evidence is ample that global financial crises have their genesis in excessive spending
by households and governments. The build‐up in private debt reflects not only high demand
but also easy availability of loans for consumer spending spearheaded by the financial sector.
Investors are led to believe that returns from banking and financial stocks are high and invest
heavily in financial stocks. High returns to the financial sector often result in disproportionate
remuneration and returns to financial sector managers and employees. At this stage, this sector
also contributes a good portion of corporate sector tax revenue in a global environment where
garnering revenue from the corporate sector has become increasingly difficult for tax
administrations reflecting uncontrolled company practices. The revenue contribution by the
financial sector thus develops into a cozy relationship between government and the financial
sector in which the financial sector excesses are overlooked as long as it shares part of its
returns with the exchequer.
This phase of increased private spending is usually accompanied by a rapid rise in public
expenditure. They combine to cause a build‐up in private sector debt as well as public debt.
Even as public debt bulid‐up gets scrutinized, new public debt components become visible
which were not accounted for earlier, and inflationary pressures appear. Governments are
reluctant to take action on the financial sector because of the revenue connection and, perhaps
equally importantly, of the synergy that evolves from participation of the private financial
sector directly in government with high likelihood of an eventual return to origin.
Even when a financial crisis is clearly converting to a global economic crisis, government action
remains painfully slow. To add to the complexity, reflecting the globalization of financial
markets, governments are obliged to take action co‐operatively. This becomes almost
impossible as has been evidenced in the slowness of the G20 process in coming to grips with
the need for financial regulation. In the absence of clarity, once uncertainty in financial markets
takes hold, volatility increases. It spreads not just in financial markets, but to commodity
20
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markets as well. This is because commodity markets, which were traditionally less risk prone
since they reflected underlying demand‐supply factors more closely, have become increasingly
financialised, following similar rapid rise and fall patterns as financial markets. The increasing
volatility in commodity markets impacts economic growth adversely, turning a financial crisis
into an economic crisis among other links and causes.
The emergence of a Euro area debt crisis has led the re‐emergence of an economic crisis in
2011. If one ponders the sequence of events between 2009 and 2011, the unmistaken
conclusion is the prevalence and growth of erroneous over‐exposure of European banks in
excessive demand economies with a high build‐up of debt, within their own economic area. If
analysts are to accept that, despite the 2008 global crisis, such banks continued to suffer from
Reienhart and Rogoff’s “this time is different” postulate, that expectation would be too
fantastic. The conclusion has to be that demand needs to be scaled back to the full extent
needed to restore the confidence of rating agencies and demonstrating a roadmap that brings
debt quickly to sustainable levels. Further, the problem needs to be solved primarily from
resources from the affected region.
For resources from elsewhere, there is an important anchor from where problem solving should
be launched in a meaningful way. It is the IMF. It is perhaps not entirely surprising that the IMF
has opted for supporting expansionary policies in a diversion from its well established demand
management approach to economic recovery and for which it had developed a reputation of an
essentially unbiased monitor. It should revert to its traditional framework lest its reputation
should be further diminished. Rules of the game should be perceived to adhere irrespective of
the times or of who the protagonists are. If that happens, replenishing the Fund adequate
should be feasible and rebalancing could occur exclusively with IMF resources and through its
strong adjustment programmes. What is not being realized immediately is that, once that
reputation is lost, it would be far more difficult to reinstate it than to resist heterodox shifts in
its policy framework reflecting large shareholder interests.
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